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PSPPIRE is an application designed to analyze sampled data and perform descriptive statistics, T-tests, linear
regression, and non-parametric tests. The interface contains a comfortable working environment where you can

build syntax and data files easily. It is possible to insert variables and cases, clear cases, jump to a particular
variable or case, as well as to use a search function when dealing with large amounts of data. You can sort cases,

transpose variables, aggregate data, split files, sort cases based on various criteria (all, random sample, according to
a time or case range, use variable filter), as well as weight cases. In addition, PSPP lets you compute variables,
count occurrences of values within cases, rank cases, recode data into the same variables or different ones, run

pending transformation tasks, analyze frequencies, compare means, run a reliability evaluation, create ROC
curves, and more. The application is very light on the system resources, using a little amount of CPU and RAM. It
has a good reaction speed and is stable. We have not come across any issues in our tests, since the tool did not hang
or crash. The bottom line is that PSPP is free, and it caters to experienced users who want to analyze sampled data

and perform tests in a friendly working environment. Reproducibility Version PSPP 4.3.0.97 User/Sys Info
Release date 2011-03-26 Operating System macOS Processor x86_64 Memory 1.6GB This tool has been tested on
a MacBook Pro, macOS v10.6.5, with 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo and 2GB RAM. We recommend these operating

systems to run the application smoothly. Size 3.5MB Download Version Download Version License License
License Reference Instalation Usage Downloading PSPP Official PSPP page (sourceforge.net) PSPP File Formats

PSPP files are plain text files containing information about cases, variables, and some keywords, along with
statistics. There are several varieties of PSPP files. The following formats are those that can be processed by

PSPP. Case List This file contains lists of cases, arranged in a table (a tab-delimited
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Add Cases to a Group - Set group membership using the case ID - Add cases to a group - Save and close - Edit
members of a group - Reset group membership using the case ID - Unset group membership - Select case within a

group - Sort the list by the order of sorting - Clear group members - Select case by case ID - Clear case - Filter
cases by their ID - Clear filter - Filter by their ID - Case-wise Aggregation - Case-wise Sum - Case-wise Average -

Case-wise Variance - Case-wise Standard Deviation - Case-wise Median - Case-wise Mode - Case-wise Range -
Case-wise Minimum - Case-wise Maximum - Case-wise Count - Case-wise Weight - Case-wise Mean Weight -
Case-wise Median Weight - Case-wise Median Weight - Case-wise Range Weight - Case-wise Range Weight -

Case-wise Mode Weight - Case-wise Mode Weight - Case-wise Minumum Weight - Case-wise Maximum Weight
- Case-wise Count - Case-wise Weight - Case-wise Sum - Case-wise Count - Case-wise Mean - Case-wise Count -
Case-wise Median - Case-wise Weight - Case-wise Standard Deviation - Case-wise Range - Case-wise Weight -
Case-wise Median - Case-wise Weight - Case-wise Minimum - Case-wise Maximum - Case-wise Weight - Case-
wise Standard Deviation - Case-wise Minimum - Case-wise Maximum - Case-wise Range - Case-wise Weight -
Case-wise Median - Case-wise Weight - Case-wise Mode - Case-wise Weight - Case-wise Median - Case-wise
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Median - Case-wise Minumum - Case-wise Maximum - Case-wise Mode - Case-wise Weight - Case-wise Range -
Case-wise Weight - Case-wise Median - Case-wise Weight - Case-wise Minimum - Case-wise Maximum - Case-
wise Weight - Case-wise Standard Deviation - Case-wise Median - Case-wise Weight - Case-wise Mode - Case-

wise Weight - Case-wise Minimum 77a5ca646e
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PSPP is an application designed to analyze sampled data and perform descriptive statistics, T-tests, linear
regression, and non-parametric tests. The interface contains a comfortable working environment where you can
build syntax and data files easily. It is possible to insert variables and cases, clear cases, jump to a particular
variable or case, as well as to use a search function when dealing with large amounts of data. You can sort cases,
transpose variables, aggregate data, split files, sort cases based on various criteria (all, random sample, according to
a time or case range, use variable filter), as well as weight cases. In addition, PSPP lets you compute variables,
count occurrences of values within cases, rank cases, recode data into the same variables or different ones, run
pending transformation tasks, analyze frequencies, compare means, run a reliability evaluation, create ROC
curves, and more. The application is very light on the system resources, using a little amount of CPU and RAM. It
has a good reaction speed and is stable. We have not come across any issues in our tests, since the tool did not hang
or crash. The bottom line is that PSPP is free, and it caters to experienced users who want to analyze sampled data
and perform tests in a friendly working environment. PSPPRE Data Editor (formerly PSPP) Use and Restrictions:
Installing PSPP is simple. Run the executable and follow the prompts. In most cases, you need to set up the
directories in which PSPP will be placed. You can also set the paths to data and transform files. In order to work
with statistics, you should install the user's manuals and the help file. For more information, please see the user's
manual. The program's restrictions are as follows: - The default path is %windir%. - File sizes greater than 4 GB
are not supported. User's Manual This is the official PSPP user manual. It contains more information about the
program and features, as well as step-by-step instructions for working with it. For a quick overview of PSPP's
features, refer to the online Help document. Help Files The programs help files provide quick access to
information on the functions and features available. Creating Syntax and Data Files Creating a syntax or a data file
is simple. All you need to do is to start the program, and then follow the prompts. When creating a syntax or a

What's New in the PSPPIRE Data Editor (formerly PSPP)?
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System Requirements For PSPPIRE Data Editor (formerly PSPP):

Supported OS: Windows 10 (64-bit), Windows 7 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i3-540 (2.5 GHz, 4 cores) or
equivalent RAM: 4 GB Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 750 2 GB, ATI Radeon HD 5770 2 GB, or equivalent DirectX:
Version 11 Storage: 700 MB available space How to Install the Game? To install The Long Dark on your Windows
10 PC, you will first need to download the game from the official website (
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